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The fundamental theorem of vector relative invariants for the general linear 
group may be stated in the following way: If f: VX ‘m’ XV + F is a m-multi- 
linear mapping of an n-dimensional F-vector space V into a field F such that 
g E GL(V, F) satisfies f (go1 ,..., gv,) = x(g) f (vl ,..., v~), where x is a character 
of G-W,Fl then, (1) x(g) = (detg)‘, where the integer k is called the weight, 
(2) m = kn, (3) f h ,..., v,) is a linear combination of determinants of the subsets 
of the kn vectors (q ,..., v,) taken n at a time, The traditional expositions of 
this fundamental result depend either on the mysterious Capelli identities (see 
[4]) or on the detailed Young theory of the symmetric group (see [2]). The 
object of this paper is to show that the results may be obtained from (a) the 
irreducibility of the determinant viewed as a polynomial in matrix entries, 
(b) the complete reducibility of Gl( V, f) on @*V, and (c) The Krull-Schmidt 
theorem. Since Atiyah, Bott, and Patodi have given a very short proof of (b) the 
result is now easily accessible after a first course in algebra. 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let V be a n-dimensional vector 
space and W be a m-dimensional vector spaces over K. If 
p: AutK( V, V) + AutK( W, W) 
is a homogeneous polynomial representation, then a homogeneous polynomial 
mapping 
f: W-K 
is called a relative invariant under p if there exists a character 
x: Aut&W, W) + K 
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such that for all g E AutK( V, V) and all X E W 
A classical observation (see [4]) resulting from Cramer’s rule and the 
irreducibility of the determinant as a polynomial function of matrix entries, 
implies that every character has the form 
x(g> = (det g>“* 
The natural number k appearing in this formula is called the weight of xm 
As a side result we may view 
f(dgW) = (det s>” f(X). 
as an equation in the polynomial ring K[g, X] in n2 variables g and m variables 
X. By comparing total degrees we deduce deg j(deg + 1) = klz + deg f 
which implies the classical condition 
deg f deg p = k dimKV. 
The fundamental theorem of relative vector invariants 
structure of homogeneous polynomial relative invariants when 
and 
w = @“V and p = 0” 
j-z @v+ R 
is linear. In this case (2) becomes 
1 * p = k - dim,V. (31 
In order to analyze these mappings we introduce AP the image un 
of the group ring KlAutK(V, V)] in HomK(@PV, @“V), and X[S(p)] the 
group ring of S(p), the symmetric group on p elements viewed with its 
natural action on @“V. 
One of the basic tools in invariant theory is the relationship between 
Ap and K[S(p)]. The main results are 
Ap = Homm(,g (@‘K WV) (4) 
an 
(see [l] for a particularly simple proof). 
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Now let us fix G = AutK(V, V), and let @‘V be viewed as a K[GJ-module 
via 0” and let K be viewed as a K[G]-module via the character (detg)k. 
Matters being so a linear relative invariant 
induces a linear mapping of K[G+modules. 
Now from Maschke’s theorem on the complete reducibility of the group 
ring of a finite group and (5) it can be seen that @W is a completely reducible 
K[G]-module (see [I] for a short sketch). As such we may write 
a direct sum of irreducibles. Schur’s lemma now implies that f = 0 except 
for those irreducibles for which 
w, is K. 
The new ingredient in our approach is to use Eq. (3) to produce a standard 
model for a module K[Gj-isomorphic with K, and that is 
The fundamental theorem will follow by studyingfrestricted to submodules 
K[G]-isomorphic to this standard model. We need one preliminary result 
and would like to acknowledge the help of J. Brezin in bringing the proof 
into its final form. 
LEMMA 1. lf N is a K[q-module and $4 andf are K[G]-linear mappings 
satisfying 
@“V+N+O 
then f = 4 0 C where C E HomA, (@V, @pV). 
Proof. Since ker f and ker $ are K[G]-submodules and @“V is a com- 
pletely reducible K[G+module, there are direct sum decompositions 
@‘V N kerf @ A and @“VNker+ @B. 
By hypothesis there are K[G]-isomorphisms 
A =f(A) EN-#(B) NB (6) 
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and hence by the Krull-Schmidt theorem (see 131) we have 
Now define 
ker f N ker 4. 
C:kerf@A+-ker+@ 
by letting C be the isomorphism (7) on the first factors and the isomorphism 
(6) on the second factor. As a result 
which proves that f = + D C. The isomorphisms were K[Gj-linear with scalar 
action given by @“, but this is equivalent to C being Ag-hnear which com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 1. (Fundamental Theorem of Vector elative ~~va~i~nts~~ Ij 
K is a field of characteristic X~YO and V is a ~-~~rne~iona~ K-vector spce, 
then a K-linear relative invariant under @’ 
is identically zero unless p is divisible by n, in this case f is c~a~act~~xe~ an 
monomials as a linear combination of mappings of the form 
where G e S(p). 
P”~oo$ Writing @“V N @W, as a direct sum of irreducible K[ 
module, it suffices to show that f restricted to those W which are isomorphic 
to the K-fold tensor product (AfiV@ **. @J&V) are linear combinations of 
mappings of the form (8). Let 
$: @“V3 LPV@ .‘. @l”V-+ 
be characterized on monomials by 
+(x1@ **a @+““) = x1 A -*. A X&g *.. @X(,-,),+, A “.. A X&, ~ 
If 
is a projection which is an isomorphism on a WN , then by Lemma 1 and (5) 
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we know rr = $0 C where C E HomA, (@“V, @ljr) N K[:s(p)J. Now let f’ 
be the linear mapping making 
commutative. Then f is a linear combination of mappings 
f’ 0 q4 0 u-1 with a-l E S(p). 
Hence if e, A -a- A e, is a basis for AnV, then we have 
where Z is the constant f’(el A --- A e,@ *.- @eI A *.* A e,). This is in the 
form (8) and completes the proof. 
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